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News & updates

Enabling climate mitigation in the North Sea Region
At the cusp of COP 25, we are launching a 4-part article series on how to move the
North Sea Region towards climate-neutral.  > Read part 1 on climate mitigation
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North Sea Region project hotspots revealed
We have crunched the numbers to connect the dots and discover the epicentres of
North Sea Region project activity. > Learn more

Gearing up for the next Interreg 
Exciting times ahead as work has now started on the preparation of a new
programme for the 2021- 2027 period.  > Learn more
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Smart specialisation in practice: 3 examples
At the Smart Regions 3.0 conference, we showcased projects that build smart
specialisation capacity in the North Sea Region  > Learn more

Project highlights

#EUprotects: Bridging troubled waters

Susanne Mortensen was recently nominated a local EU hero for her work on citizen
dialogue in the WaterCoG project. The aim is to protect water quality  > Learn more
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PARTRIDGE in spotlight  

An EU brochure celebrating the 40th anniversary of the Birds Directive highlights
PARTRIDGE's work to improve conditions for wild farmland birds  > Learn more

Calls & events

Save the date! North Sea Conference 2020
The next North Sea Conference will take place in Rotterdam during the week 22-26
June.  > Learn more

Featured project videos
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Watch this excellent video by our FRAMES project to learn why Multi-Layer Safety is
key to building climate resilience.

TOPSOIL explains how better knowledge about the world beneath our feet helps in
managing water under erratic weather conditions. 
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